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Categorized VISION  

Emergent Themes from Feb 25
th 
 Town Hall Meeting  

[Santa Rosa Junior College {SRJC} Is / Provides …] 
▪ A place to come and gain a sense of community, power, inviting an atmosphere of 

inclusivity. 

▪ A place where people can flourish, in a sustainable environment 

▪ Financially strong; I think financially strong gets to the economic sustainability part 

▪ Provider of services. Must be from top to bottom, not just lateral. 

▪ Recognition and validation. 

▪ SRJC aspires to provide excellent education to our diverse community. We commit to 

meeting people where they are and that they see themselves on our campuses and in our 

curriculum. 

▪ SRJC is driven to provide excellent educational opportunities that are responsive to the needs 

of our students and empower them to meet and exceed challenges as active participants in 

shaping the future of our world 

▪ SRJC delivers high-quality instruction while actively working to be an inclusive, diverse, and 

sustainable community, culturally humble, and responsive to the ever-changing global 

community. 

▪ We are an institution of higher learning free of structural racism, equity, inclusion, diversity, 

and anti-racism 

[Santa Rosa Junior College {SRJC} is a Community…] 
▪ We are the community / part of the community. The community sees themselves reflected in 

the college. 

▪ Vision: SRJC is THE place for community groups to meet—free meeting spaces, free 

parking on non-high-impact hours 

▪ Beauty of community colleges, we are within our community. Need to be reflective of the 

members of our community. 

[SRJC is where…] 
▪ Anyone can learn anything 

▪ Making educational opportunities affordable and accessible to all 

▪ Open to new ideas and ways to bring people into the SRJC community 

▪ Our success depends on everyone in the community achieving their educational and personal 

goals 

▪ [Students] Learn role in society 

▪ Students recognize success, diversity, positive way 

▪ Students supported so they can continue toward their objectives 

▪ Students supported so they can continue toward their objectives 

[Concerns and Primary Questions…] 

▪ Does the vision statement look towards the future? 

▪ How does it reflect our “bare-bones” necessities while also allowing for vision and big 
change? 

▪ How does this statement allow for growth as our community and culture evolve? 
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▪ How does Santa Rosa Junior College want to be viewed in regards it campus diversity, 

equity, and inclusion? 

▪ Include LGBTQ and students with disabilities within M/V/V statements. 

▪ Is the vision statement obtainable? 

▪ Online education broadens our student base but loses that interpersonal touch. 

▪ Should encapsulate an ideal we want to achieve. Think global, act local. If we lose diversity, 

we lose sustainability. Can make positive habits and changes within our community. Steward 

of our campus and community. 

▪ Think larger than oneself, think about global impact. Taking responsibility for our actions 

inside of ourselves. 

▪ What members are not being served? 

▪ What type of institution does Santa Rosa Junior College want to be over the next 5- years? 

The Vision Statement is… 
▪ The vision statement is an institution’s clear description of what it intends to become within a 

certain timeframe 
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